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1.0 Eligibility
While all continuing faculty members, full or part-time, may apply for SAS funds, the following restrictions apply:

- Faculty members are restricted to only one SAS application per competition and one research project per application.
- Faculty Members cannot hold a SAS grant in two consecutive competitions, irrespective of category. For example, if an applicant was awarded a SAS grant in Spring 2016 it disqualifies the applicant from receiving another award in Fall 2016.
- Projects relating to the completion of a faculty member's degree, those relating to work done primarily for commercial objectives and those funded by a contracting agency, e.g., government or business, are not eligible for SAS funding.

2.0 Deadlines
There are two competitions each year, with the following deadlines:

- April 15 at 4:00 pm – for the spring competition
- October 15 at 4:00 pm – for the fall competition

Applications must be received via the online portal, and must include all required supporting documentation attached as specified in these Policies and Procedures.

3.0 How to Apply
As of the October 2018 competition, the Faculty of Arts has moved to an online submission form. Electronic (PDF) and/or paper submission will not be accepted or adjudicated.

To submit an application via the online portal, complete the following tasks:

- Applicants are required to log in using their CCID
- Click on the SAS Grant Program, and then click on the “Start a New Application” link.
- Complete your application and assemble the supporting documents as required for your application (detailed below)
  - Applicants have the option to save a partially completed application by using the “Save” button at the bottom of the application form.
  - If one chooses to save the partially completed application, the system will generate a unique identifier number and will prompt for a password. You MUST remember this number and password to retrieve the saved application.
  - To resume a saved application, use the “Resume a Saved Application” link on the SAS Grant Program page of the online portal.
- When complete and all required supporting documentation is attached, submit the completed application to your Department Chair for assessment and approval by pressing the “Submit” button at the bottom of the application.
  - An email with the link will be automatically forwarded to your chair for comment and approval of your application. Once your Chair approves your application and signs off, your application is automatically submitted.
Please check with your Department for the Chair’s deadline to receive applications.

- The application, Chair’s assessment form, and required supporting documents should be submitted by the deadlines indicated above.
- Note that while ethics clearance is not required before adjudication, research projects involving human or animal subjects will require ethics approval, and any SAS funds awarded will not be released without evidence of ethics clearance.

### 4.0 Adjudication

SAS applications are adjudicated by an elected committee of the Faculty of Arts, which is made up of representatives from all three divisions in the Faculty: Social Sciences, Humanities, and Fine Arts.

### 5.0 Types of Activities Funded

Requests for SAS funding may be made for various activities. The examples below do not exhaust the full range of types of research and creative activity that can be funded:

**Grants to develop research leading to a national granting council application:**

Applicants should explain the research needs that will be addressed by the funding, what will be accomplished during the tenure of the SAS grant, and why these accomplishments are required for the development of a competitive national research grant application.

**Grants for self-contained projects carried out during the SAS funding period:**

Funding to enable the successful applicant to carry out a relatively self-contained research or creative project within one year and with the modest amount of funding available from SAS. Be sure to explain the purpose and value of the research and the research needs that will be funded.

**Grants to bring substantial research or creative projects to completion:**

The applicant should explain the nature of the continuing project and the progress made to date. The applicant should also specify how funds will be expended and the tasks required to bring the research to completion/publication and show how the requested SAS support will be sufficient to accomplish these tasks.

**Grants to satisfy critical needs related to new or continuing research or creative activity:**

Critical needs related to equipment and materials, personnel and services, research travel, and teaching release time will be considered. Applicants must demonstrate why this funding is demonstrably essential to the success of their research or creative project. Please outline any measures that have already been taken to secure this support from other internal or external sources.

**Grants to attend scholarly conferences:**

Applicants must demonstrate the appropriateness and importance of participation at the conference to their research program and career. Applications must include supporting documentation, including but not limited to, letters of acceptance/invitation, an itemized list of conference fees, and an abstract of their conference paper.
Grants for travel to attend performances/creative activity.

Faculty members in the fine arts who adjudicate or otherwise attend performances or creative activities should explain the nature of the invitation or event, its importance in the fine arts community, and how this activity will enhance their own performance/creative activity and career.

6.0 Budget Development and Requirements

Applicants must specify and justify all costs associated with their proposed project. Please use the online application form to outline and justify expenses and include appropriate supporting documentation. Supporting documentation shall typically include written estimates of costs to be funded by the requested SAS grant. Further details on budget development and required documentation are provided below.

6.1 Conflict of Interest

All researchers are required to comply with relevant University policies and procedures. It is the responsibility of the applicant to ensure all effort has been made to ensure that their application is compliant with all relevant UAlberta policies including, but not limited to, research and scholarship integrity, travel policies, and conflict of interest policies as they pertain to the hiring of personnel, contracting for services, and/or purchasing of equipment/materials.

A University staff member who employs, contracts for service, or purchases equipment/materials from a family member or an associated individual is in a conflict of interest position. All situations of conflict of interest must be reported in your application.

6.2 Equipment and Materials

Explain clearly why you cannot use equipment already in place at the University and why the equipment is essential for this research project. Provide a vendor’s estimate for the equipment requested.

The SAS competition will not normally provide support for the purchase of personal computers, except when the computer is needed for a clearly specified research component within an integrated research program. Equipment and materials purchased with SAS funds become the property of the University.

The fund does not allow additional money for the maintenance or minor repair of purchased equipment you buy with an SAS grant. However, you can submit an application for a supplementary grant in case of a major equipment failure.

6.3 Personnel and Services

Outline the nature of the services or research assistance for which funding is sought, and explain why it is essential for this research project. When a research assistant is requested, please indicate the assistant's duties, any special expertise required and, where relevant, the relationship between the proposed duties and the assistant's program of study.

Please note that SAS funding is not intended as a replacement for the four, eight, and twelve-month Graduate Research Assistantships provided by your Department or other sources of
funding. SAS funding is typically targeted for shorter term and limited Graduate Research Assistants – that is, less than four months and fewer than 12 hours per week (for example: one month at 10 hours a week or three months at 6 hours a week).

Note that GRAs must be paid in accordance with established UAlberta salary scales and budgets must include full costs, including award, salary, and benefits. Applicants are expected to adhere to the Collective Agreement when arranging and employing student assistants.

- Information on student salary scales can be found here
- If you are hiring a graduate student at year 3 or higher, you cannot budget for base pay rate, unless they have never received a TA- or RA-ship before. You must budget for the student to be hired at wages commensurate with their current contract, and for wages to increase by ~7% each year, as per the collective agreement (1-2% for annual contract increases plus 5% merit increase).
- Students may be hired fewer than 12 hrs/week and for a maximum term of less than 4 months.
- Research budgets for undergraduate students as negotiated between the researcher and student.
- Consult your Assistant Chair (Administration) or appropriate Departmental administrative staff if you are uncertain about budgeting for research assistance.

### 6.4 Teaching Release

Release-time funding is available under the SAS program only in those exceptional circumstances when the need for additional research time is urgent and essential to the success of a research project. The maximum funded teaching release will be one half-course, and is paid to the applicant’s Department (typically $8,500). The applicant must explain why release time is essential to the success of the proposed project at the time requested.

Applicants must consult their Departmental Chair to confirm that the proposed teaching release can be accommodated within the Department’s teaching plan. It is also important to confirm the amount required for the proposed teaching release.

Applicants are reminded that the SAS committee requires a precise justification of the need for teaching release time. The assertion that less time in class means more time for research is unimpressive as a rationale.

### 6.5 Research and Conference Travel

Travel assistance will be provided in connection with conference or performance attendance, or with regard to advancing a specific research or creative project. Applicants must be clear about the importance of the travel to their research or career. Faculty on leave are eligible, but applications for travel to and from a sabbatical destination will not be considered.

On all travel grants, University travel regulations apply. Refer to UAlberta’s UAPPOL Travel Expense Procedures and Travel Expense Procedure Appendix A: Schedule of Allowable Travel Expenses

Please consider the following points when budgeting for a SAS travel application:
Trip cancellation insurance costs will be covered and should be calculated with airfare.

Accommodations are limited to the single occupancy rate for standard accommodation and are capped at $175 CAD per night.

Total airport ground transportation is capped at $200 total.

Per Diem is calculated at $60/day CAD for travel in Canada, $60/day USD equivalent if traveling in the USA, and $85/day CAD for all other destinations. Please note that meals provided through inclusion with travel, accommodation or conference registration should not be included in the applicant’s per diem budget.

For conference travel, applicants can budget one night’s accommodation and one day’s per diem before and after the conference up to a maximum of 7 days of funded travel.

The maximum allowable budget for Conference Travel (including travel, accommodation, per diem or meals, conference registration and costs) is $2,250 CAD within Canada or the United States, and $3,350 CAD for travel to other international destinations.

For research travel the 7-day time limit does not apply; however, the maximum travel amount supported by SAS is $5,000.

Applications must provide Canadian dollar equivalents for all foreign expenditures and include evidence of the conversion rate used.

Conference travel applications must include written estimates or receipts of travel and accommodation costs, letters of acceptance/invitation, an itemized list of conference fees, and an abstract of the conference paper that will be delivered.

Association membership fees are not considered conference registration fees and are not eligible.

Optional conference activities, i.e., golf tournaments, tours, and optional workshops not directly relevant to your conference participation are not eligible.

### 7.0 Required Supporting Documentation

This section outlines the supporting documentation you are required to submit with your SAS application. Failure to submit all of the required supporting documentation may result in that portion of your application being automatically disqualified.

#### 7.1 Equipment and Materials

- Detailed written estimates/quote from vendors that includes a description and estimate/quote from the vendor.
- Currency conversion from reputable website or bank site *(required for each estimate/quote/receipt not issued in CAD $$)*

#### 7.2 Personnel and Services

- Quote or invoice from contracted services that includes the scope of work and time requirements described.
- Currency conversion from reputable website or bank site *(required for each estimate/quote/receipt not issued in CAD $$)*
➤ GSA hires do not require supporting documentation, however, you are expected to include and justify your costs in your application.

7.3 Teaching Release
➤ None.

7.4 Research and Conference Travel
➤ For all travel:
  o Itemized travel/airfare estimate, quote or receipt from a travel agent, travel booking website or individual carrier company.
  o Itemized accommodation estimate, quote or receipt.
  o **NOTE:** Combined package estimates/quote/receipts for travel and accommodation are not accepted.
  o Currency conversion from reputable website or bank site *(required for each estimate/quote/receipt not issued in CAD $$)*
  o Other expenses – as reasonable and permissible under UAPPOL Travel Policies. Justification and receipts must be provided for expenses.
➤ **Additional documentation required for Conference travel:**
  o Itemized quote or receipt for conference fees paid.
  o Total sum receipts or bank/credit card statements are not sufficient.
    - Association membership fees, golf tournaments, banquets, tours, and optional workshops not directly relevant to your conference participation are not eligible for reimbursement.
  o Invitation/letter of acceptance of conference participation.
  o Abstract of the conference paper that will be delivered.

8.0 Adjudication Criteria
Research and creative activity in the Faculty is of an extremely high quality. The SAS Committee must select the best applications from among many deserving proposals. Please take time to prepare an application that will convince the adjudication committee of the merits of your request. Remember, your application is being adjudicated by a multi-disciplinary committee who may or may not understand your field of study. What seems obvious to you may not be clear for the committee. Aim to convey the rationale and merits of your proposal, while remaining comprehensible to non-specialists. Be very clear, concise and complete in your explanations and justifications.

The SAS Committee will evaluate applications on the basis of the **strength of the application** and the **strength of the applicant's research record**, and, when appropriate, **the significance of the application to the applicant's career**. New scholars are encouraged to apply to the fund as research records are viewed as they relate to seniority.

All applications are reviewed based on merit. The following factors are central in the review process:

- Degree of fit with activities funded by SAS (see the ‘Types of Activities Funded’ above).
- Clarity and completeness of the application.
- Urgency of the project and its importance to the applicant’s research program and career.
- Applicant’s research record relative to seniority.
- Appropriateness of the budget and justification of expenditures.

9.0 Information About SAS Grants

9.1 Funding Period
All notices of award will include a project end date. Funding must be used before the project end-date indicated on the Notice of Award. Applicants seeking permission to extend the granting period must send their request in writing to the Associate Dean Research before the funding period specified on the notice of award expires.

9.2 Expenditures
SAS awards are provided for the specific expenditures identified in an applicant’s proposal and may not be used for other purposes. In exceptional circumstances, a change in expenditure plans may be approved. In this case, the grant holder must submit a written request explaining the need for the change in plans to resarts@ualberta.ca prior to the expense being incurred. Notices of award will include instructions with regard to accessing funds.

The amount awarded is the maximum amount a grant will receive. Shortfalls in budgeting or increases in or unexpected travel costs will not be compensated by the Faculty.

Please note that original itemized receipts must be provided when securing expenditure refunds.

9.3 Final Report
Applicants must submit a brief report on completion of the project. The report should indicate what work was accomplished as a result of the award, when it was accomplished, and what publications/ performances/ exhibitions are expected as a result of that work. The report must also confirm the purposes for which the funds were used. The deadline and instructions for the report will be indicated on the notice of award. Please note that future applications will not be considered unless the applicant has submitted this report.

10.0 For Department Chairs
The Chair's assessments must be completed with attention to the importance and feasibility of the project. When explaining the importance of the project, the Chair should keep in mind the multidisciplinary character of the adjudication committee. The Chair is also asked to assess the project’s importance as it relates to the applicant’s career.
If assessing a request for release time, the Chair must rank the applicants teaching and administrative load and comment on why teaching release is deemed urgent and essential at this time.

With the migration to an online application system, the process for submitting your Chair’s assessment is a bit different.

- When the applicant submits their application via the online portal, an email and link is automatically generated and sent to the Department Chair for completion of the Chair’s assessment.
- You must log into the online system using your CCID.
- Complete the online assessment and click on “Submit” at the bottom of the page.
- Once you have completed and submitted your assessment and clicked on “Submit” this action is the final step to submitting the entire application.

If you are a Chair or the Chair should not be assessing your application due to a conflict, the Chairs Assessment form should be completed and signed by the Dean. Please submit the application through the online portal. Once submitted, it will automatically be forwarded to the Dean for completion of the Chair’s assessment and final submission.